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LitC: LitC conducted a story writing workshop

named'Aatman By Suditi' that was steered by Ms.

Suditi, a famed writer and entrepreneur who is

involved in workshops that are geared towards

character transformation through creative

writing. In addition to the workshop, LitC

organized a story writing competition named

"Fabricate". It was a dual-prompt story writing

competition where participants were given

prompts to start and end their write-ups while

building their premise around the same.

Ingenious attempts at creating a coherent story

line based on the choice of prompts were

rewarded.

Quizone: Quizone, the Quiz Club of NISER

conducted the third edition of Te Quizero, the

general quiz conducted for Umang for the last

three years. Topics ranged from Entertainment,

Sports, Science,History, and everything under

the sun. Each team consisted of a maximum of

two people from all batches, and around 30

team's participated.The quiz was conducted in

two rounds. Six teams were selected for the

finals from the first round, which was a written

round. The finals consisted of multiple rounds,

each round having its own unique twist, which

played to the teams' advantage or disadvantage.

The questions themselves were entangled with

clues and had to be worked out with much

thought. The event was a massive success and
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gained a lot of appreciation from the participants

on the quality and kind of questions that were

asked.

Yoga Club: On the occasion of Umang, the yoga

club organized a Yoga and Fitness Event

which was instructed by Satyabrata Jena, an

experienced yoga practitioner, and trainer. The

event was conducted early in the morning at the

meditat ion center of NISER. Around 20

participants participated in the event and

enjoyed the process from various exercises, and

asanas to meditation. The event started with

some stretching exercises. In the background of

some music, the level of difficulty increased and

many new asanas were introduced to the

participants. The session ended with a guided

meditation and a small felicitation program was

done afterward.

Maths Club: The MathematiX Club of NISER

organised an Integration Bee event during

Umang 2022. This was a battle of fast thinking

and accuracy where participants had to fight

each other in so called Integration battles. Each

round was held between two players who were

given the same (indefinite) integral to compute in

a limited amount of time. The person to

complete the task faster with higher accuracy

would win the battle. The event was a huge

success. With over 40 participants, the event

kicked off with a preliminary round of computing

integrals on a paper and continued into on stage

battles on the blackboard, with live commentary

(streamed in Facebook). The tournament

concluded with a bang and a close call as the

finalists literally ran to be the first one to stop the

final ticking clock!
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